
Pegasus Path
An interactive degree planning tool



Pegasus Path 

Pegasus Path is a tool that will help students map out their 
academics from orientation to graduation. This tool integrates 
with a student’s myKnight Audit to suggest courses in their 
academic plan so they can graduate within four years.

Advisors can view and change students’ plans in Pegasus Path, 
and will be able to leave important messages regarding their 
progress. 



Access the tool

To access the tool, log in 
to myUCF and navigate 
to Staff Applications > 
Campus Solutions. 

Pegasus Path is located 
under Main Menu > 
Academic Advisement > 
Smart Planner. 



Enter the student’s 
information to access their 
current degree plan. 

Advisors can make changes 
to a student’s plan in test 
mode or live mode (visible to 
students). 



Student’s majors/minors/certificates

Student’s credit hour goals for 
upcoming semesters. 

Programs

Preferences

ALERT! Update My Alerts
This is what you’ll see once 
you’ve accessed a student’s 
Pegasus Path. 

WARNING!



Edit My Terms and Units

Students can change how many semesters they plan on attending and 
the amount of credit hours they plan on completing. 

Increase or decrease the amount of semesters by clicking the +/- buttons. 



Arrange My Plan
Courses and experiences can be 
dragged and dropped between 
different semesters. 

If a certain combination registers 
as a “challenge course 
combination,” a popup will 
appear with a warning: 



Once the plan has been arranged, you will be taken back to the first page 
with the changes reflected in Pegasus Path. 

This is also where students can access important notes about their courses 
and read advisor messages. 



Icons

The icons tell students about important information related to the 
course or task, such as prerequisites or links to make an advising 
appointment. 

These are requirements 
that need to be completed 
within that semester. 

Advisors can leave 
messages for students 
here. 

CRITICAL 
Course

Advisor



Select: Courses

This function allows students to select specific courses to fulfill 
major requirements. Once a course is selected, it will be reflected 
in the plan under the “selection” column.  



Select: Experiences

Students can also choose specific opportunities to add to their 
plan, such as making an advising appointment or using 
Handshake to apply for internships. 



Advisor 

This leads to a popup message that tells the student to contact 
their advisor to pick a course for that specific requirement. 



Advisor Messages 
When you click on the Advisor Messages icon, you will be 
taken to a separate page that allows you to write a message 
to the student. 



Pegasus Path Report

Here students can see the recommended sequence for their program. 

It shows how many requirements the student has completed, in progress, 
planned or needs to complete. 

It also shows their grades for those courses and the number of units. 



Overview

These graphs display the student’s 
progress by major/minor units and 
requirements are shown here. 

Below that is a numerical breakdown. 



Refresh Suggestions 
Refreshing suggestions will restore the default plan, 
repopulating the general requirements. 

Locked requirements will not be affected. This can be 
changed by clicking “clear locks.”  



Audit with Planned Courses

This allows students to run a degree audit on the courses they 
have planned in Pegasus Path. It shows some of the 
requirements they have completed, in progress or still need to 
complete. 

This function is for planning purposes only. 



Pegasus Path Mobile 

Students can take Pegasus 
Path with them anywhere 
with Pegasus Path mobile. 
The mobile version can be 
accessed through the UCF 
Mobile app. 



Notes important messages regarding a course, such as prerequisites. 

Critical 
Course  

courses or tasks that should be completed as soon as possible.

Info course information, such as when a class is offered.

Select select courses for program requirements or tasks for co-curriculars.  

Advisor lets you know that you should see your advisor to select a course. 

Advising 
Message 

notes left by an advisor regarding your progress or a specific course. 

Lock lock courses or tasks in place so they cannot be moved when you click Refresh 
Suggestions.

Icons

Advisor


